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extraordinary is a british superhero comedy television series
created by emma moran it premiered on the disney star
platform internationally star in latin america and hulu in the
united states on 25 january 2023 2 extraordinary created by
emma moran with máiréad tyers sofia oxenham bilal hasna
luke rollason jen is a self aware young woman who lives in a
world where everybody except her has a superpower the
extraordinary season 2 cast is a real who s who for the return
of the super powered streaming series the hit disney and
hulu show returns ushering fans into a world where
superpowers are the norm and everyone develops some
special ability around their 18th birthday hulu s
superpowered comedy extraordinary sees jen continue to
struggle as a powerless person in a world of powers but does
she find hers in season 2 the meaning of extraordinary is
going beyond what is usual regular or customary how to use
extraordinary in a sentence what is the difference between
extraordinary and extra ordinary extraordinary is one of hulu
s best kept secrets a brash heartfelt and occasionally
raunchy coming of age comedy that happens to be set in a
world where superpowers of both the epic and the deeply
mundane variety are real it s almost certainly like no other
superhero show you ve seen before máiréad tyers stars in
extraordinary as an ungifted woman in a world full of
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superpowers laura radford disney by mike hale jan 24 2023
on paper the new british series extraordinary watch
extraordinary season 1 with a subscription on disney hulu
amiable and cleverly constructed extraordinary grounds the
fantastical and makes it all the more accessible and thrilling
exceptional in character amount extent degree etc
noteworthy remarkable extraordinary speed an extraordinary
man synonyms signal special phenomenal rare singular
uncommon antonyms usual common find out how to watch
the extraordinary stream the latest seasons and episodes
watch trailers and more for the extraordinary at tv guide
something extraordinary goes above and beyond what is
expected this can be good or bad saving a child from a
burning building is an extraordinary act of heroism but a test
score of 11 out of 100 is extraordinary too find 66 different
ways to say extraordinary along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com has
extraordinary been renewed for season 3 at the time of
writing this piece extraordinary has neither been renewed
nor been cancelled at hulu for a third season given the
positive reception this could change in the subsequent weeks
extraordinary adjective ɪkˈstrɔːdnri ɪkˈstrɔːrdəneri
unexpected surprising or strange synonym incredible what
an extraordinary thing to say the president took the
extraordinary step of apologizing publicly for his behaviour
we are a normal family dealing with extraordinary
circumstances set in a world where everyone gets
superpowers ranging from flying to time bending and other
more niche and relatively useless powers when they turn 18
the series hinges on 25 year old jen extraordinary can be
used to describe a person an event an achievement or a
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situation that is considered to be remarkable or exceptional
in some way for example an extraordinary athlete is
someone who has achieved a level of performance that is
considered to be exceptional or outstanding extraordinary
meaning 1 very unusual special unexpected or strange 2 a
special meeting that happens between learn more synonyms
for extraordinary unusual exceptional unique rare
remarkable outstanding abnormal uncommon antonyms of
extraordinary ordinary normal common typical usual
customary unexceptional unextraordinary the extraordinary
with christopher chacon warwick moss telly savalas rafael
abramovitz great australian real life horror drama tv
documentaries about aliens and the paranormal immersion
offers a framework for transforming nearly any situation from
ordinary to extraordinary based on twenty years of
neuroscience research from his lab and innumerable client
applications dr paul j zak explains why brains crave the
extraordinary
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extraordinary tv series wikipedia
May 11 2024
extraordinary is a british superhero comedy television series
created by emma moran it premiered on the disney star
platform internationally star in latin america and hulu in the
united states on 25 january 2023 2

extraordinary tv series 2023 imdb
Apr 10 2024
extraordinary created by emma moran with máiréad tyers
sofia oxenham bilal hasna luke rollason jen is a self aware
young woman who lives in a world where everybody except
her has a superpower

extraordinary season 2 cast
characters actors photos Mar 09
2024
the extraordinary season 2 cast is a real who s who for the
return of the super powered streaming series the hit disney
and hulu show returns ushering fans into a world where
superpowers are the norm and everyone develops some
special ability around their 18th birthday
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extraordinary season 2 ending
explained does jen find her Feb 08
2024
hulu s superpowered comedy extraordinary sees jen
continue to struggle as a powerless person in a world of
powers but does she find hers in season 2

extraordinary definition meaning
merriam webster Jan 07 2024
the meaning of extraordinary is going beyond what is usual
regular or customary how to use extraordinary in a sentence
what is the difference between extraordinary and extra
ordinary

extraordinary interview creator
emma moran and the cast of Dec 06
2023
extraordinary is one of hulu s best kept secrets a brash
heartfelt and occasionally raunchy coming of age comedy
that happens to be set in a world where superpowers of both
the epic and the deeply mundane variety are real it s almost
certainly like no other superhero show you ve seen before
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extraordinary review the power of
powerlessness Nov 05 2023
máiréad tyers stars in extraordinary as an ungifted woman in
a world full of superpowers laura radford disney by mike hale
jan 24 2023 on paper the new british series extraordinary

extraordinary season 1 rotten
tomatoes Oct 04 2023
watch extraordinary season 1 with a subscription on disney
hulu amiable and cleverly constructed extraordinary grounds
the fantastical and makes it all the more accessible and
thrilling

extraordinary definition meaning
dictionary com Sep 03 2023
exceptional in character amount extent degree etc
noteworthy remarkable extraordinary speed an extraordinary
man synonyms signal special phenomenal rare singular
uncommon antonyms usual common

the extraordinary where to watch
and stream tv guide Aug 02 2023
find out how to watch the extraordinary stream the latest
seasons and episodes watch trailers and more for the
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extraordinary at tv guide

extraordinary definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com Jul 01
2023
something extraordinary goes above and beyond what is
expected this can be good or bad saving a child from a
burning building is an extraordinary act of heroism but a test
score of 11 out of 100 is extraordinary too

66 synonyms antonyms for
extraordinary thesaurus com May
31 2023
find 66 different ways to say extraordinary along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

has extraordinary been renewed for
season 3 here s what we know Apr
29 2023
has extraordinary been renewed for season 3 at the time of
writing this piece extraordinary has neither been renewed
nor been cancelled at hulu for a third season given the
positive reception this could change in the subsequent weeks
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extraordinary adjective definition
pictures pronunciation Mar 29 2023
extraordinary adjective ɪkˈstrɔːdnri ɪkˈstrɔːrdəneri
unexpected surprising or strange synonym incredible what
an extraordinary thing to say the president took the
extraordinary step of apologizing publicly for his behaviour
we are a normal family dealing with extraordinary
circumstances

extraordinary season 2 review hulu
and disney s mashable Feb 25 2023
set in a world where everyone gets superpowers ranging
from flying to time bending and other more niche and
relatively useless powers when they turn 18 the series
hinges on 25 year old jen

extraordinary vs extrordinary
decoding common word mix ups Jan
27 2023
extraordinary can be used to describe a person an event an
achievement or a situation that is considered to be
remarkable or exceptional in some way for example an
extraordinary athlete is someone who has achieved a level of
performance that is considered to be exceptional or
outstanding
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extraordinary definition cambridge
english dictionary Dec 26 2022
extraordinary meaning 1 very unusual special unexpected or
strange 2 a special meeting that happens between learn
more

extraordinary synonyms 75 similar
and opposite words Nov 24 2022
synonyms for extraordinary unusual exceptional unique rare
remarkable outstanding abnormal uncommon antonyms of
extraordinary ordinary normal common typical usual
customary unexceptional unextraordinary

the extraordinary tv series 1993
1996 imdb Oct 24 2022
the extraordinary with christopher chacon warwick moss telly
savalas rafael abramovitz great australian real life horror
drama tv documentaries about aliens and the paranormal

immersion the science of the
extraordinary and the source of Sep
22 2022
immersion offers a framework for transforming nearly any
situation from ordinary to extraordinary based on twenty
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years of neuroscience research from his lab and innumerable
client applications dr paul j zak explains why brains crave the
extraordinary
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